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Rhys Smith
Recent changes

- Added telecoms operator cross-layer use case (draft-wei-abfab-fcla)
- Some textual tidying up

Any more use cases?

- (PLASMA will be added shortly, some info/text provided)
- Still have placeholder for SIP?
- Any more from anyone? All input welcome!
2 OIDs issued:

- ...abfab.mechanisms.gss-eap-v1
- ...abfab.nametypes.GSS_EAP_NT_EAP_NAME

I-D status

Currently not a WG document, it should probably be adopted?
No updates recently (sheer lack of time), will be working on it between now and IETF 84.

So any comments on -00 would be good, so I can address them in -01

Any input welcome!

Also – should this also be adopted?